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Abstract

We report on observations of the full Moon brightness temperature covering the frequency range of 300–950 GHz, and also on ob
of the lunar eclipse of July 16, 2000, though only covering the frequency range of 165–365 GHz due to poor atmospheric transm
higher frequencies. All observations were performed from the summit of Mauna Kea (HI) using a Fourier Transform Spectrometer
on the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory and supplemented by measurements of the atmospheric opacity using a 183 GHz W
Monitor. The telescope was pointed to the center of the lunar disk (with a footprint of∼45–15 km on the Moon at 300 through 900 GHz).
order to obtain the correct values of the Moon brightness temperatures at all frequencies we carefully corrected for the atmospheric
which varies across the submillimeter domain. This correction is fully described. The measured pre-eclipse brightness temperatur
337 K in the 165–365 GHz range. This temperature slightly increases with frequency to reach∼353 K at 950 GHz, according to previou
broader band data. The magnitude of the temperature drop observed during the eclipse at 265 GHz (central frequency of the ba
was about∼70 K, in very good agreement with previous millimeter-wave measurements of other lunar eclipses. We detected, in a
clear frequency trend in the temperature drop that has been compared to a thermal and microwave emission model of the lunar re
the result of a good match of the relative flux drop at different frequencies between model and measurements.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The thermal radio emission of the Moon was first d
tected at 1.25 cm wavelength byDicke and Beringer (1946).
Subsequently,Piddington and Minnett (1949)performed a
series of observations at the same wavelength over t
lunar cycles. The Moon was proposed as a radiometric s
dard for microwave and infrared observations in the w
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by Linsky (1973). However, the measurements covering
accessible millimeter and submillimeter windows rem
scarce, and have only been performed with different narr
band instruments at different frequencies, under diffe
conditions and with different calibrations, making comp
isons difficult. As a result, our knowledge of the exact Mo
brightness temperature across the millimeter and sub
limeter ranges remains poor.

In the comprehensive series of observations of
1.25-cm emission of the Moon byPiddington and Min-
nett (1949) it was pointed out that the variation of th
Moon’s brightness temperature was roughly sinusoidal w
an amplitude considerably less than the one observed
the infrared emission, measured earlier byPettit (1935). In
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addition, the maximum of this radio emission came ab
3–1/2 days after full Moon, whereas the infrared em
sion shows no phase lag. The most obvious explanation
this fact is that rock-like materials (lunar regolith) in t
surface consist of a layer of dust covering the rock. T
was verified by Apollo-11 in 1969. The infrared emissi
could then be assumed to originate at the surface of
Moon, while the radio emission originates at some de
beneath the surface, where the temperature variation d
solar radiation is reduced in amplitude and shifted in ph
A multi-wavelength study across the submillimeter doma
that links the radio/millimeter with the infrared, would pr
vide very interesting outputs to verify the thermal behav
of the lunar surface. At full Moon we would expect a
increase of the temperature at shorter submillimeter w
lengths. In addition, during an eclipse we should see
the brightness temperature decreases more rapidly at sh
wavelengths (emission arising closer to the surface).
has been the motivation for monitoring the July 16, 20
total lunar eclipse, and previous full-Moon measureme
with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) describe
Serabyn and Weisstein (1996).

Measurements of the Moon brightness temperatur
millimeter wavelengths during lunar eclipses have been
formed in the past(Reber and Stacey, 1969; Sandor a
Clancy, 1995). These have been restricted to only narr
spectral bands at wavelengths around 3.4, 1.4, and 1.3
They agree on a maximum temperature drop of 25% with
spect to the pre-eclipse value. However, no studies have
performed to check for a possible wavelength dependen
this temperature drop.

Here we report on submillimeter measurements of
Moon’s equivalent blackbody temperature spectr
[TEBB,Moon(ν)] across a wide range of frequencies (up
∼800 GHz of total band) taking advantage of the dry
mosphere at Mauna Kea. Since the knowledge of the
mospheric opacity is mandatory for an accurate calibra
of the FTS data, simultaneous Water Vapor Monitor (WV
measurements were taken in three frequency bands aro
water line at 183 GHz (Section2.2), and some reference FT
atmospheric scans (as described inSerabyn et al. (1998)and
Pardo et al. (2001a)), where also performed. The weath
was bad during the lunar eclipse observations (Sectio2)
with an atmospheric water column of 5–7.5 mm allowi
only FTS observations between 165 and 365 GHz. Ne
theless, a careful calibration algorithm (Section3), based on
previous developments presented inSerabyn et al. (1998),
enabled us to detect the expected increase with frequen
TEBB,Moon(ν) across the submillimeter range at full Moo
(known only between 12.5 mm and 1 mm from previo
works) and the also expected (but not yet reported)
quency dependent behavior ofTEBB,Moon(ν, t) during a lunar
eclipse. These and other results are presented and disc
in Section4. The conclusions of this work are given in Se
tion 5.
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2. Observations

For the observations two different instruments measu
full polarization were mounted on the Caltech Submillim
ter Observatory (CSO): an FTS covering a wide freque
range and a WVM measuring the brightness tempera
around 183 GHz. Side-by-side comparisons of these two
struments have been performed(Pardo et al., 2004).

FTS data of the full Moon were obtained on July 1, 19
under very dry conditions (∼0.6 mm of zenith water vapo
column, seePardo et al., 2001a). This data are presente
and analyzed and represent the largest frequency cove
to date of the full Moon brightness temperature at subm
limeter wavelengths.

The lunar eclipse of July 16, 2000 (seeFig. 1), was
monitored with the FTS between 10:35 and 14:30 UT. T
weather conditions at Mauna Kea were unfortunately
during that night with zenith precipitable water vapor ran
ing from 5 to 7.5 mm.

2.1. FTS observations

The basic instrumental setup of the Fourier Transfo
Spectrometer was described inSerabyn and Weisstein (199.
For the Moon studies different set-ups have been used
the most favorable weather conditions, a 20′′ Winston Cone
(light concentrator) and a 1.1 THz low-pass filter were
stalled at the entrance of the bolometer, allowing us to s
the 300–1100 GHz frequency range. In July 2000, unfo
nately, the weather conditions were quite adverse, and
had to select a low frequency configuration: 40′′ Winston
Cone and a 550 GHz low-pass filter.

The observations of the lunar eclipse were carried ou
follows: We obtained several pre-eclipse Moon spectra
then we observed the eclipse taking blocks of data that
sisted of 3 pairs of single-sided interferograms on the M
and on the sky away from the Moon but at the same el
tion, plus two pairs of similar scans on an ambient temp
ature load. For each single sided Moon scan we used a
length of 17 cm (2 and 15 cm, respectively, on the two si
of the wide light fringe position), that provided a resoluti
of 460 MHz. We obtained 16 such sets of observations, e
of which took about 16 min. Of these data, 3.5 h of obse
tions on the lunar eclipse are used in the discussion be
because the elevation was considered too low at the en
particular given the large amount of water vapor presen
the atmosphere (see below).

Since an accurate knowledge of the atmospheric opa
is key to perform the atmospheric correction of the Mo
data (following section) we took several single-sided
mospheric scans with the FTS: 2.0 cm on one side of
white light fringe 45 cm on the other, providing the fine
frequency resolution of the FTS instrument. An exam
of such an atmospheric measurement with the FTS and
WVM (see below) is shown onFig. 2.
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een
Fig. 1. 16 July 2000 total lunar eclipse. The eclipse was monitored until the Moon was at 20◦ elevation, slightly before U3. The eclipse diagram has b
obtained fromhttp://www.mreclipse.com/LEphoto/~TLE2000Jul16.html.
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Fig. 2. FTS atmospheric transmission and water vapor monitor mea
ments taken on July 16, 2000, just before the lunar eclipse. Several
atmospheric measurements were carried out during the eclipse in or
perform the atmospheric correction presented in Section3.

2.2. WVM observations

Besides the FTS we used a 183 GHz water vapor mon
(WVM) (seeWiedner et al., 2001) mounted on the CSO t
measure the atmospheric opacity as well as to obtain an
pendent measurement of the Moon brightness tempera
This radiometer measures the sky brightness temperatu
three double-sided channels in the wings of the 183 G
water vapor line, 1.2, 4.2, and 7.8 GHz away from the l
center. The instrument is optimized to accurately mea
small changes in the sky brightness temperature with the
of performing interferometric phase correction(Wiedner et
al., 2001). It can also be used for absolute measurem
of the sky brightness temperature and hence to monito
atmospheric opacity, on time scales as short as 1 s.
instruments provide data in good agreement (Pardo et al.
(2004)andFig. 2).
-
.

We constantly monitored the atmospheric opacity w
the WVM during the observations of the lunar eclipse
order to validate the FTS atmospheric data used for the
ibration of the Moon data presented in the next section.
could also clearly detect the brightness temperature cha
at 183 GHz during the eclipse with the radiometer. In or
not to block the FTS beam the radiometer is mounted
axis and slightly out of focus, such that the WVM points 1′
above the telescope beam and diverges by 5′. As the WVM
sees a different region on the Moon surface than the F
some differences were expected, confirmed by the obse
tions.

3. Calibration of FTS measurements of the Moon

We present in detail the calibration procedure becau
presents some aspects never before described related
large bandwidth used and the presence of the atmosp
The atmospheric part of this calibration procedure is
same for our FTS measurements of the planets, that wi
presented in future papers.

The measurement consists of interferograms (dete
power vs position of the scanning mirror on the source
the sky and on an ambient temperature load for calibrati
The Fourier Transform of the interferograms gives the sp
tral densityS(ν) in V/GHz. The measured ratio of the spe
tra is:

(1)M(ν) = Ssou(ν) − Ssky(ν)

Shot(ν) − Ssky(ν)
.

http://www.mreclipse.com/LEphoto/~TLE2000Jul16.html
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Each term is:

• Ssou(ν) ≡ G(ν)
{
ηsou(ν)Psou(ν)

+ [
ηsky(ν) − ηsou(ν)

]
Pbgr(ν)e−τt (ν)

+ [
ηsky(ν)Psky(ν) + (1− ηsky)Phot(ν)

]}
,

• Ssky(ν) ≡ G(ν)
{
ηsky(ν)

[
Psky(ν) + Pbgr(ν)e−τt (ν)

]
+ (

1− ηsky(ν)
)
Phot(ν)

}
,

• Shot(ν) ≡ G(ν)ηhot(ν)Phot(ν), ηhot = 1.0.

P are the power spectra emitted by the different sour
η are the couplings to these sources (the Moon [sou],
atmosphere [sky], the ambient load [hot], and cosmic ba
ground [bgr]),τt is the total atmospheric opacity at the
evation of the source, andG is the optical–electrical gai
factor that is eliminated with the ratio performed in Eq.(1).
We thus have:

(2)M(ν) = ηsou(ν)[Psou(ν) − Pbgr(ν)]e−τt (ν)

ηsky(ν)[Phot(ν) − Psky(ν) − Pbgr(ν)e−τt (ν)] .

Some of these sources can be considered to be black
ies (ambient load, cosmic background). We can comple
neglect the cosmic background blackbody with respec
the Moon, the atmosphere and the hot load as it always
tributes less than 0.1% of the power emitted by these sou
at our working frequencies:

(3)M(ν) = ηsou(ν)Psou(ν)e−τt (ν)

ηsky(ν)[Phot(ν) − Psky(ν)] .

The power spectrum of the atmosphere is given by
solution of the radiative transfer equation and differs sign
cantly from a blackbody. We can nevertheless assign at
frequency that the emission of the atmosphere is that o
isothermal layer of effective temperatureTe(ν) and emissiv-
ity (1− e−τt (ν)). We can then rearrange Eq.(3) as follows:

(4)M(ν) = ηsou(ν)Psou(ν)e−τt (ν)

ηsky(ν)B(Thot)
[
1− B[Te(ν)](1−e−τt (ν))

B(Thot)

] ,

where B is used to denote the mathematical formula
blackbody radiation. This is the exact calibration equa
from which we can derive the power spectrum of the sou
(the Moon in this case). An approximation commonly us
is to considerTe(ν) = Thot from which follows:

(5)Psou(ν) = ηsky(ν)

ηsou(ν)
M(ν)B(Thot).

In order to express the spectrum of the source in a t
perature scale, two different methods can be used: We
define a brightness temperatureTB,sou using a Rayleigh–
Jeans approximation, or an equivalent blackbody temp
tureTEBB,sou(ν) as follows:

(6)TB,sou(ν) = Psou(ν)
c2

2kν2
,

-

(7)Psou(ν) = 2hν3/c2

exp[hν/kTEBB,sou(ν)] − 1
.

Note that:
TB,sou(ν) = TEBB,sou(ν)

hν/kTEBB,sou(ν)

exp[hν/kTEBB,sou(ν)]−1, so that
they are equal in the Rayleigh–Jeans limit. We will u
TEBB,sou(ν) in this paper.

3.1. Antenna temperature definition

We define:

(8)T ∗
A (ν) = ηsou(ν)

ηsky(ν)
TB,sou(ν).

So that:

(9)
[
exp

(
hν/kTEBB,sou(ν)

) − 1
]−1 = ηsky(ν)

ηsou(ν)

kT ∗
A (ν)

hν
.

From the definition ofTB,sou(ν) and Eq.(4), it follows
that:

T ∗
A (ν) = M(ν)Thot

hν/kThot

exp(hν/kThot) − 1

(10)×
[
eτt (ν)

(
1− B[Te(ν)]

B(Thot)
(1− e−τt (ν))

)]

we also defineT ∗
a (ν) such as the assumptionTe(ν) = Thot is

valid.

(11)T ∗
a (ν) = M(ν)Thot

hν/kThot

exp(hν/kThot) − 1
.

Note thatT ∗
A (ν) is obtained directly from the measure

ratio M(ν) and the hot load temperature, so it is ve
straightforward. Then, we can write:

T ∗
A (ν) = T ∗

a (ν) · g(ν),

where

(12)g(ν) = eτt (ν)

(
1− B[Te(ν)]

B(Thot)
(1− e−τt (ν))

)
.

3.2. Atmospheric correctiong(ν)

To evaluate the correction functiong(ν) we assume tha
the temperature of the hot load,T hot, is equal to the ambien
temperatureT sky(0). We have fromSerabyn et al. (1998):

(13)Te(τt ) = Thot − LHf
[
τt (ν)

]
with L the tropospheric temperature lapse rate (as a p
tive number),H the water vapor scale height, andf (τt ) ≡

τt

1−exp(−τt )

∫ ∞
0 se−s exp[−τt (1−e−s)]ds. Note thatf (0) = 1

and limτt→∞ f (τt ) = 0.L = 5.6 K/km andH = 2 km in av-
erage Mauna Kea conditions. Thus,LHf (τt ) is at least∼20
times smaller thanT hot. This means that in the expression
g(ν) (Eq. (12)) we can apply equation B3 ofSerabyn et al
(1998) to the ratioB[Te(ν)]/B(Thot) (two blackbody func-
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Fig. 3. g(ν) calibration correction factor below 450 GHz at different a
masses for a water vapor column of 6 mm above Mauna Kea (ave
conditions during the eclipse measurements). This correction has bee
plied to allT ∗

a data in order to obtainT ∗
A histograms shown inFig. 4.

tions with similar temperatures). We then obtain:

(14)g(ν) =
{

1+ LHf (τt (ν))hν/kThot

Thot[1− exp(−hν/kThot)] (e
τt (ν) − 1)

}
.

It turns out thatg(ν) = 1 − �t(ν)eτt (ν), where�t(ν)

(always a negative number) is the second order trans
sion correction derived inSerabyn et al. (1998)for the at-
mospheric transmission measurements with the same
(t = t1 + �t , wheret = e−τt is the corrected transmissio
and t1 is the transmission derived under the assump
Te = Thot). This impliesg = t1/t and thereforeg increases
asymptotically when the true transmissiont decreases.

In summary, a measurement of the atmospheric opa
spectrum (with the FTS) allows to calculate the correct
factor g to be applied toT ∗

a (ν) (straightforward curve ob
tained from the measured ratioM(ν)) to obtain the cor-
rected curveT ∗

A (ν) from which the equivalent blackbod
spectrum of the source,TEBB,sou(ν), can be obtained, pro

vided that the ratio
ηsky(ν)

ηsou(ν)
is known (assumed to be 1.0 he

due to the large angular size of the sourceηsou= 1.0 and the
use of the same aperture mask described inSerabyn et al
(1998)so thatηsky = 1.0).

From the above discussion it follows that the calibrat
errors in T ∗

a dramatically increase when the water vap
increases, when the elevation decreases and/or when th
quency is close to atmospheric lines. Our radiative tran
code ATM(Pardo et al., 2001b)has been used to show ho
big these corrections are in the case of the lunar eclipse
at different elevations (Fig. 3).

4. Results

4.1. Background

The Moon is mainly seen in reflected light from the S
at optical wavelengths. On the other hand, at very long wa
-

-

lengths (radio) the radiation has its origin at some de
below the surface. In the millimeter and submillimeter ran
the thermal emission still largely dominates but the de
from which it arises changes with frequency (becom
closer to the surface as it increases). For our experiment
should result on two effects:

1. At full Moon the brightness temperature should incre
with frequency due to less penetration.

2. During a lunar eclipse the equivalent blackbody te
perature should drop faster at higher frequencies
to the heat conductivity of the lunar soil (temperatu
drop slower as the depth increases) and the penetr
(deeper for longer wavelengths).

Lawson et al. (2000), using the Clementine long-wav
infrared camera operating at 8.75 µm found that the bri
ness temperature of the sub-solar point at that wavele
averaged 380 K, whereasMonstein (2001)found at 2.77 cm
wavelength a value of 210 K averaged over the Moon d
for the full Moon. These values should be taken as upper
lower limits for our experiment.

4.2. Submillimeter full Moon spectrum: frequency behav

The Moon scans taken on July 1, 1999, have been red
by applying theg(ν) curve obtained from the atmosphe
spectrum presented inPardo et al. (2001a)as reference.T ∗

a
clearly shows the atmospheric opacity effect expected.
ter its correction, all scans, independently of the airm
are consistent inT ∗

A within the noise, that goes from∼10–
15 K at around 250–350 GHz to∼1–3 K above 550 GHz
(Fig. 4). TheT ∗

A spectrum is basically flat with an avera
value of 330 K. This translates into Equivalent Blackbo
temperatures ranging from 337 K at∼250 GHz to 353 K at
∼950 GHz. The latest value is quite close from the one fo
by Eve et al. (1977)for the sub-solar point in the 350 µm a
mospheric window (around 360 K).

M. De Petris (private communication) has calculated
central full Moon brightness temperature for our measu
spectral range following the review model published
Mangum (1993)based onKrotikov and Troitskii (1964)and
Linsky (1966, 1973). The main assumption is that the l
nar surface is smooth and uniform with depth-independ
thermal properties. Details on the model parameters ca
found in Section 5 ofMangum (1993). The agreement of thi
model with our measurements is quite good (seeFig. 4) with
may be just a small overestimate of the model with resp
to the data around 650 GHz.

4.3. The Moon brightness temperature during a lunar
eclipse

During the observations of the lunar eclipse the freque
coverage was only∼165–365 GHz as a result of the sky co
ditions (Section2) and the noise was around 5 K, below 2
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Fig. 4. Calibration sequence applied to three FTS measurements of the Moon obtained at different elevations on July 1, 1999, with the FTS installedhe CSO.
The three step (M → T ∗

a → T ∗
A → T ∗

EBB) calibration procedure described in this paper perfectly removes the discrepancies related to zenith atm
opacity and airmass (1.0, 1.4, and 1.8 here). The higher noise around 1 mm is due to the low transmission around that wavelength of the beam spfor
these measurements. The solid gray line represents model calculations made by M. De Petris (see text) and the dotted line is just a straight line coting the
extremes of the model curve.
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of the measured flux at all frequencies (seeFig. 5). The pre-
eclipse data compare very well with the July 1, 1999, d
the brightness temperature at 250 GHz is basically the s
No slope can be seen due to the small frequency cove
(200 GHz). As the eclipse progressed, the expected be
ior, i.e. greater temperature drop at higher frequencies du
the eclipse due to the thermal emission arising from clo
to the surface, is confirmed (Fig. 5).

The measured ratio of the total flux respect to the p
eclipse value has been compared for two frequencies
and 350 GHz) with results from Stephen J. Keihm mo
calculations (seeKeihm (1984)and references therein) fo
this particular eclipse at the lunar disk center. The mo
considers a dielectric loss tangent (ratio between the im
inary and real parts of the dielectric constant of the soil
0.008. The agreement is quite good, and the effect of
faster drop in brightness temperature at 350 GHz respe
240 GHz is evident. Only the last data point clearly dep
from the model. A low signal-to-noise ratio due to the lo
elevation is the most possible explanation. We decided
to use the data obtained afterward.
.

-

Sandor and Clancy (1995)followed a lunar eclipse a
225 GHz at the center of the lunar disk and other locatio
It is not clear that the amount they give as “brightness t
perature” is equivalent to ourTEBB defined above. In an
case they observe a maximum decrease of their meas
flux with respect to the pre-eclipse value of 25%, compa
to ∼18% at 240 GHz and∼32% at 350 GHz in our case ju
until the beginning of totality. The decrease should conti
after that moment but slowing down according to the ab
model.

5. Summary

In this work we have performed the first broadba
fully calibrated measurements of the submillimeter brig
ness temperature of the Moon (total frequency range: 1
950 GHz). Several steps and the help of atmospheric tr
mission measurements are necessary to convert the
sured fluxes on the Moon, the sky and an ambient load
the equivalent blackbody temperature of the center of
Moon. The calibration scheme has been presented in d
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panel
asured flux
Fig. 5. Upper panel: equivalent blackbody temperatures at the center of lunar disk measured during the July 16, 2000, total lunar eclipse. Lower: time
evolution of the flux ratio with respect to the pre-eclipse values at 240 and 350 GHz compared with model results (see text). The noise in the me
ratios is 0.02 or smaller.
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The full Moon data are of interest to reduce observation
the giant planets performed with the same FTS. This an
sis is presently in progress.

The full Moon data show a slightT EBB increase with fre-
quency and in general agrees well with model calculati
and lots of scattered measurements in narrow freque
bands routinely performed by millimeter and submillime
telescopes for calibration purposes. The values found
benefit from the fact that a total bandwidth of∼800 GHz
has been covered simultaneously, reduced with the sam
teria, and that the atmospheric transmission has been
into account carefully. Therefore, the values found are p
posed as reference for calibration purposes.

Finally, the instrument and data reduction technique w
applied to follow a lunar eclipse. Unfortunately the weat
conditions were far from ideal and the useful frequen
range was reduced to only 165–365 GHz. Nevertheless
pected behaviors of the MoonT EBB as a function of fre-
quency and as the eclipse progressed could be verifie
-
n

general terms. Available configurations of the FTS ins
ment could at present allow to follow an eclipse in the 30
1100 GHz range, weather permitting. The results prese
here certainly encourage such an experiment to learn m
about the thermal behavior of the lunar soil beyond 300 G
where observations are scarce.
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